Honda trail ct90

The Honda CT90 was a small step-through motorcycle manufactured by Honda from to It was
offered in two models: Trail or X with the main variations being gear ratios and tyre style.
Except for the engine change, the models of CT and CT90 were the sameâ€”the change in
model number reflected a new Honda policy that model numbers would indicate engine-size
class. The CT and CT90 had a dual rear sprocket, which created a lower gear range for heavy
weight or steep terrain. To shift to the low range, the operator had to stop and clip a short
additional section onto the chain, which then would allow it to go around the larger rear
sprocket. Starting in August , this cumbersome arrangement was replaced by a two-range
sub-transmission, which could be set far more easily by simply moving a small lever while the
bike was in neutral and idling. While the earlier Honda Trail series had been slightly modified
versions of the Super Cub, and brought an evolution to the CT90 which tailored it more to the
needs of the off-road rider. Now, the Trail 90 was a unique and separate platform, not merely a
variation on the city-commuter theme. The greatest change was in , when Honda replaced the
Super-Cub-style cantilever-toggle front end with telescoping-tube similar to those found on
most motorcycles. This increased travel and shock absorption on the front wheel. The large,
chrome rear cargo rack which had been an option now became a standard item. No longer being
attached to the small, stamped-steel rack inherited from the Super Cub, the new rack had its
own dedicated mounting system, which was strong enough to use for lifting the motorcycle.
The other obvious change in the model was the addition of a hard plastic downtube cover,
designed specifically for the CT Earlier models had retained the Super Cub's air filter box,
located on the downtube, and with the removal of the wide shield of the street model, a fabric
cover had been used. The new cover would run from the head tube to the bottom of the
downtube, providing protection to the carburetor, and the air filter was now located in a plastic
box attached to the side of the frame. In , a lever was added to the front end, which made it easy
and simple to rotate the handlebars. This feature made it more convenient to store the
motorcycle, or to carry it in a rack, truck bed, or even the back of a station wagon. Fold-down
handlebars had been introduced on the Honda Z50A Mini Trail in , and had proven popular
among owners with space constraints. Though this feature would eventually be dropped from
the Mini Trail, the easy-swivel handlebars would be one of the definitive features of the full-size
Honda Trail series throughout the rest of production. These were the last major changes made
to the "Trail 90," and the only other noteworthy change to the Honda Trail bikes came with the
change to the cc engine in Honda targeted hunters, fishermen, commuters, and outdoorsmen
with the Trail Early ads often had these bikes in wilderness settings. They were well suited to
narrow trails, being small and lightweight around pounds and with a forgiving suspension. The
bike was ideal for climbing and carrying packs. The four-stroke engine was quiet and almost all
models were equipped with spark-arrestor exhausts. While targeted at off-road users, this was
not a dirt bike in the conventional sense. Trail 90s were also modified, by aftermarket vendor
Suitcase Cycle , for quick breakdown and compact transport via general aviation aircraft. The
fork was originally a leading link suspension, replaced in with conventional telescoping-tube
suspension. The CT90 ended production in , replaced the following year by the CT The CT
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. It seems he
likes to use the little Honda to prowl the logging roads, fire lanes and tote roads of the U. He
said the muffler had rusted out some years ago so its sound is a little louder than stock, but
actually not much. He was riding the CT90 along with an abandoned railroad grade when he
stopped to take a look around and left the bike idling. As he sat there, looking ahead for grouse
moving along the ground or roosting, he was startled to see a partridge winging its way right
toward him. Before he could draw his shotgun from the scabbard, he noticed another bird
coming in hot from a different direction. He limbered up his gauge and harvested the birds.
Turns out the CT90 can double as a bird call deadly to lovelorn partridge. You have to wonder
what Soichiro Honda would have said if he only could have known! The Trail 90 has sold in the
multi-millions since its introduction in as the CT Trail 90, when the engine was an air-cooled
87cc single-cylinder OHV pushrod four-stroke. That engine, which churned out eight
horsepower at rpm was used in no less than five different models in the model year. Its
economy, simplicity, and reliability kept it in the line-up for 13 years when it was again bumped

up, this time to cc for the new CT model. The engine was slung beneath a pressed steel frame in
a nearly horizontal position. To protect the head and cylinder cooling fins, a pair of steel bars on
each side of the engine dropped down from the steering head and attached beneath the engine
near the midships-mounted footpegs. To increase off-road ability, there was an added feature: a
1. The same leading-link front suspension design that had been in use for years on a range of
models was in use in improved form in , which would change to a telescopic fork by The rear
suspension used a conventional twin shock set-up. The step-through frame made more mount
and dismount options available that could come in handy in the woods, where trees and terrain
might make the swing-your-leg over the top approach difficult. It came equipped with
street-legal lighting, but no turn signals to get knocked off in the bush. The solo saddle
concealed the fuel tank filler cap and a substantial luggage rack on the rear enabled the Honda
CT90 to be a match for a good pack mule. Mastering the transmission required no prior
motorcycle experience. Neutral was at the top position and clicking down without having to putz
with a clutch reliably if somewhat noisily, engages each successive gear. Twist the throttle and
away you go with no potential to stall outâ€”as engine speed increases, the weight of the
friction shoes in the clutch forces them out by centrifugal force against the drive surface of the
clutch. Clutch engagement is automatic. Speeds of between 40 and 50 mph were generally the
top line on the road, and in the woods, the thing will putter along happily at a walk, as the terrain
may allow. With its gallon-and-a-half gas tank and 70 to 80 mpg, you could figure on well over
miles on the road before needing to top up. Dry weight was about pounds. Sign in. Log into
your account. Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Wednesday,
February 24, Get help. Ultimate Motorcycling. March 11, Gary Ilminen. Related Posts. The RC
stands for Reparto Corse, and Read more. The best-selling Triumph Street Twin is back with
motor changes to meet Euro 5 standards, upgraded styling, and a classy new variant.
Harley-Davidson officially unveiled Monday its all-new adventure touring motorcycles, the Pan
America and Pan America Special. The Motor Company released all the Motorcycle History.
Gary Ilminen - February 22, 0. After getting up to a fifth edition, Tourmaster has started over
with the new Transition jacket. Lacking a numberâ€”though there is a V6 on Make Honda. Model
CT. It has a new seat and a cargo rack from , an original one. It comes with - An original chrome
cargo rack from a 67'A new seat replaced An original seatA brand-new batteryA tune up kit as
shown in the pictures All spare parts shown in the pictures A buyer is responsible for arranging
the shipment and all shipping expenses. I also accept local pick up. Please contact me for any
questions. I found this sitting in the back corner of the local small town honda dealer. A nice
young lady in her 80's brought it in to the dealership and asked them to check it out, and when
they told her it would need a carb she decided to sell it. I currently have 2 other ct90 projects
going but just couldnt pass it up. The dealership told me the carb needs to be rebuilt or find one
on ebay and it should be good to go. I have 2 keys for it and a clear, blue texas title in hand.
Paint and frame are in nice shape. Fork boots are the only thing really deteriorated. I could
easily clean up the chrome with some steel wool but then it would take another 40 years for it to
look this cool again. Motor turns freely and feels like good compression. Check out the pictures
and I'll do my best to answer any questions. I also currently have a ct90 for sell on ebay if
buying 2 makes it more worth your while. Recent Barn Find. Does not run. Motor is stuck.
Would be a great bike to do a lifan engine swap. All parts seem to be there. If you are looking for
a trail 90 easy restoration to show room or a bike to ride for many years to come. Look No
Further! I bought this bike in Anchorage Alaska in the late 80's with miles on it. I am the second
owner and rode the bike a few miles each year. Brought it to Minnesota in My wife has a trail 70
this one is listed on Ebay also and we would ride a few miles at our cabin each year. Last
licensed in Clear Minnesota title. Starts first kick. Just got it running again sitting with the gas
these days is sure to gum up the carb. New battery. Runs great with after market carb on bike at
present. OEM carb included. All Original! Even has original tires, high low range, extra fuel tank
I have never used it. The airbox cover has spider web cracks and the frame cowling has a break
above the carburetor. A rivet is missing on the seat. These parts are easily found on Ebay and
are not expensive. A few parts and a minimum of work and this bike would be showroom
quality. It was always stored inside and is overall excellent condition. Paint and chrome are
great. Phone with any questions. Call and we can talk about delivery options. Easy to handle on
road or on the trail. Has 3, orig. Upgraded engine that NOW has the Hi-Lo transmission, thus
eliminating the large sprocket change over for hill climbing. Can be registered for street use.
Runs smooth and quiet. Some of them were running when parked. Three of them have titles, the
rest will be bill of sale items. Loads of additional parts included. Selling the entire collection,
parts will not be picked out. Several NOS parts as well. Everything pictured is included plus a
little bit more. We will assist in shipping these items. Please email for a quote. On a very few
items I opted for functionality vs. IT is Used, original paint and original scratches, front fender is

dented, not a museum piece, it is a rider, mechanically restored to perform as intended Items
that are new, Tires, well almost, Brakes, bearings, and seals, both wheels, Front fork boots and
seals, both sprockets and chain, battery and battery box, seat cover, passenger pegs, rider
pegs, mirrors, levers , grips. I bought this bike about 7 or 8 years ago, I rode it a little and then it
sat. When I was young, 7 or 8, these were used to get to the trail head when we went hunting, it
is old , but I owed it to the good old days to get it as best as I could, someone could easily take
it further, just not me. I am open to offers, please no emails telling me what I did wrong, I put it
on ebay to sell, until then it is still mine, if you don't like it, buy it and do more to it yourself,
cause it will be yours then. Thank you for looking, I spent right at I cant remember right now all I
replaced,sorry, just trying to get it listed today. It is rainy in Bakersfield today, I know the pics
are bad and still on rack, I will take better photo's when it dries up some tomorrow, if you have
any interest and would like to see specific photos, I will gladly email them to you. Frame
numbers and engine numbers dont match, last number off by 3, weird, anyhow, thanks again for
looking. But they do work. You can take them off or I can if that is needed. It does have the
Chrome Krizman Spark Arrester Exhaust that was switched to black in the 71 model year
production run. Anyone can get a VT transferable registration within 4 weeks and ride it or get a
local title. Bike is for sale locally as well. So the auctions ends either with the Buy-it-now price
or when I receive an offer that I will accept in person or through eBay make offer option. PayPal
deposit due if bought through eBay. Open to reasonable offers. Contact info: Bike is located in
zip code Runs excellent, starts first kick, has no issues. Has no rust and very clean, well
maintained in overall original condition. Has been out a few times this summer and is very fun
to ride. Current CA registration and title in my name. We are selling because we need room for a
new car in garage, bike is in very good condition. Includes passenger seat, or can remove it to
use rack. Engine was rebuilt as a cc by previous owner, runs excellent, has good power, no
smoke, and does not leak oil. Gears shift easy, neutral light indicator works, Fairly new tires,
brakes work well. Battery was replaced two years ago. Turn signals are new and now not
working for some reason so having shop fix before auction ends. The gray plastic covers were
scuffed badly so had them restored and clear coated, they look good. The gray plastic fairing
down where it connects near air filter has a black plastic square cover about 2 inches - see pics
, it is there to cover and secure the original gray plastic where it cracked, it is very secure. All
original decals look to be present. Accessories with the bike and auction are a windshield, ,2
original owners manual, tool kit, extra side cover, gas tank. The side fuel tank was cleaned and
sealed. Headlight, tail lights, brake light, turn signals, horn, kill switch, everything work. Original
key, tool kit and clear title. I was told the fellow I got it from was the second owner, bought the
bike in and has been garaged kept since new and it looks it. Only original once a true survivor!
Original Wv license plate, original Wv registration still in place under the seat. If you want to
ship I will hold as long as needed. All the best of luck! No leaks or seepsFresh automotive paint
and clearcoat New fork seals and fork bootsNew countershaft sprocket and sealsNew seat
cover New fasteners all overNew tiresNew cablesBlemishes: Dent in luggage rack, muffler had a
rust hole but has been repaired, tail light is slightly crooked due to a dent in the rear fender.
This bike is a complete restoration. And it looks and runs great. Frame and all metal parts were
parts sand blasted andpowder coated. All chrome parts were re-chromed. It has new brakes,
tires rimsspokes, seat, exhaust system, wiring harness, brake cables, throttle cables,
headlightbucket, side covers. Engine and carb are completely rebuilt. Has about 20 miles on
itsince restoration. I have restored and I need the room. There were many other things done to
these bikes, too numerous to mention. I also have several boxes of CT90 parts that will go alone
with these b
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ikes. They are beautiful bikes and have clear titles and restoration. Feel free to ask questions
and international buyers are always welcome. Please note; all of the items I sell are on eBay and
are considered to be antiques, they are not new, and carry no warranty. Please read the item
description, I worked really hard to tell it like it is, so we can both be happy with our experience.
Every attempt has been made to describe them accurately and thoroughly without boring the
audience. Again feel free to as questions before you bid; I will do my best to answer all
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